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With version 5.9, Ergonis Software is preparing for Typinator 6
Published on 04/15/14
Ergonis Software today announces Typinator 5.9, the last maintenance update for the
popular text expander for OS X. Typinator 5 is a powerful, yet elegantly simple solution
that boosts your productivity by automating the process of inserting frequently used text
and auto-correcting typing errors. Ergonis Software is preparing for the launch of the
soon-to-come Typinator 6.0. This new major version will come with unprecedented features
that take text expansion to the next level.
Hagenberg, Austria - Ergonis Software today is proud to announce the release of Typinator
5.9, which is the last maintenance update for the popular text expander Typinator 5.
Before preparing for the launch of the next major version 6 of Ergonis' highly acclaimed
text expansion software Typinator, the company today announced a maintenance release that
incorporates several minor bug fixes and improves compatibility with certain third-party
applications like Aperture, MacGiro, Mellel, and others.
"We don't want to force our customers to pay for an upgrade to Typinator 6 to get these
remaining minor issues fixed, so we decided to offer a last 5.x maintenance update, which
is free for the whole Typinator 5 customer base" said Christoph Reichenberger, CEO of
Ergonis Software. "And while you are reading this announcement, we are already busy
preparing for the launch of Typinator 6.0. This new major version will come with
unprecedented features that take text expansion to the next level. Said that, I am happy
to announce that the grace period for Typinator 6 has already started, so all Typinator
purchases - new licenses and upgrades alike - made from now on qualify for a free upgrade
to Typinator 6."
Typinator is a powerful, yet elegantly simple solution that boosts your productivity by
automating the process of inserting frequently used text and auto-correcting typing
errors. Across all applications, it detects specific sequences of typed characters and
automatically replaces them with text snippets, graphics, URLs, dates and special
characters.
Availability and Ordering:
Typinator 5.9 requires Mac OS X 10.5.8 or newer and is compatible with OS X Mavericks.
Typinator 5.9 is a recommended upgrade for all users running on OS X Mavericks.
Typinator can be purchased securely on the Ergonis Software website. The upgrade to
Typinator 5.9 is free for anyone who owns a valid license for Typinator 5. Upgrade paths
are available for owners of older licenses. All customers who purchase an upgrade or new
license of Typinator now, will get the next major version 6 (and all subsequent 6.x
updates) for free. See the company's web site for information about purchases, including
enterprise licenses, volume discounts, and upgrade pricing offers.
Ergonis Software:
http://www.ergonis.com/
Typinator 5.9:
http://www.ergonis.com/products/typinator
Download Typinator:
http://www.ergonis.com/downloads/typinator-install.dmg
Purchase Typinator:
https://store.ergonis.com/products/typinator
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Screenshot:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-screen.png
App Icon:
http://www.ergonis.com/images/products/typi/external/typinator-icon.png

Headquartered in Hagenberg, Austria, Ergonis Software Gmbh is a privately held software
development company founded in 2002. With a focus on innovation, Ergonis develops
ergonomic and intuitive software that boosts the productivity of Mac and PC users alike.
Copyright 2002-2014 Ergonis Software Gmbh. All Rights Reserved. Ergonis products are
either registered trademarks or trademarks of Ergonis Software GmbH. Other company and
product names may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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